Penguin Class - Term 6 Topic Plan 2021-22
Maths

Topic

For Maths, Penguin class we is still

This term 6 Penguin class pupils are going

very focused in counting items, 1 and

to learn about several topics:

2 and we will start with number 3.

Our main topic is going to be “Explorers”

As always They will use PECS to

but we will have another two secondary

support their learning.

topics, Summer and Feelings (The zones

Big/small and position/space (in, on,

of regulation).

out, under) will be two very

English
Sensory story- We will be reading stories/poems
about explorers and the main story will be “We
are going on a bear hunt”, it is a classical book
and we all love it.
Familiar symbols/words- Penguin pupils are learning
everyday words/symbols related with our sensory
stories.
Writing- Every Monday our pupils will be

important subjects during this term

experimenting different types of writing, using

and patterns.

their fingers, brush and pencils. They will use a
painting board to choose tools an colour.
Colourful semantics- We will use this method

Design & Art

Explorers and Summer

We will design our ideal transport

during term6 to improve our pupil’s
communication skills.
ICW’s words: Pupils will be making ICW’s word

(boat, plain, train) to make our

activities with 2 and 3 key words.

trips.
We will use our PECS symbols to
improve our communication skills
during our art sessions.

PE
During this term we will still assess

PHSE. Private place and public place

and how to greet properly other pupils or
adults.

Wow days/ school visits:
We will do our first trip of the year to
discover the amazing Blaise castle and all
the amazing things that we can find in
this wonderful place.

our pupils in different PE exercises
like running, jumping, catching and
throwing.
At the same time we will practice
sport teams like Football and
Basketball and we will do outdoor
games.

